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Firmware: 5.17.1570 (April 13, 2018)

Implemented:

Reading program
1. Caching of previously opened pages in the reading program, so that when reopening a 
book the opening speed increases.
2. Ability to adjust the Frontlight brightness and the SMARTlight colour temperature using 
gestures.
3. More convenient display of notes list.
4. More convenient zooming of pages with a pinch-to-zoom gesture in PDF, DjVu-formatted 
books.

Other improvements

1. Adding of a list view in the Library.
2. Optimization of the device boot process, providing shorter boot time of the device after 
switching-on with book already opened.

Fixed:

1. Incorrect display of some ligatures in books in EPUB format.
2. Incorrect playback speed while reading some audio tracks.
3. Other minor fixes.
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Firmware: 5.17.1409 (February 27, 2018)

Implemented:

1. Improved registration and authorization process in the Book Store application.
2. Possibility to create own automatic SMARTlight configurations and manage them.
3. PocketBook Cloud service integration with Bookland store.
4. Optimization of the device boot process, providing shorter boot time of the device after 
switching-on with book already opened.
5. More precise book list sorting in the Library application.

Fixed:

1. Possible indent absence in FB2 formatted books for some fonts.
2. Impossibility to open some Adobe® DRM protected files.
3. Possible underlining of the whole page when clicking on an internal link in EPUB 
formatted books.
4. Possible incorrect automatic time zone selection.
5. Possible Reading programm failure while reading certain books in EPUB format when 
the book cover is set as power-off logo.
6. Wrong representation of reading progress percentage while using user profiles.
7. Other minor fixes.

Removed:

1. The PocketBook Sync service has been removed from the PocketBook Touch HD 2 
firmware. The PocketBook Cloud service completely covers the functionality of the 
PocketBook Sync service.
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Firmware 5.17.953 (November 21, 2017)

Fixed:

1. Incorrect Pinch-to-zoom gesture handling on some devices.


